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Drawings from a collection
By Chiara Vanzetto
Artists draw for a lifetime, and have fun doing it. Because in graphic expression they are free to express themselves,
to capture the spontaneity of an idea, to not conform to the dictates of the market. Drawing narrates the creative
process, away from stereotypes. These are the premises behind the exhibition “Who’s Afraid of Drawing?” featuring
works on paper from 20th-century Italy from the Ramo Collection, opening this evening at Museo del Novecento: an
ironic title to claim a rightful place for the pencil, alongside the paintbrush and the chisel. On view, 105 outstanding
works on paper – nearly all by famous artists, from the avant-gardes to the 1990s – selected from a private collection
in Milan never exhibited before, containing about 600 pieces.
“The name Ramo is not real. It conceals the identity of the entrepreneur Pino Rabolini, founder of the Pomellato
brand – Irina Zucca Alessandrelli, curator of the collection and the exhibition explains. – He was a simple, reserved
person, who wanted to share his treasures with the public, and thus made contact with the museum.” Rabolini
passed away in August, without having a chance to see this project become a reality. But he would have been very
pleased, since the location is perfect: the artists seen in the permanent collection also appear in the exhibition of
drawings, creating a sort of dialogue.
“Rabolini wanted drawing not to be relegated to a ‘niche’ but to be within everyone’s grasp, also for children.
This is why a cheerful installation has been created, based on primary colors.” The selected works are not
limited to shades of gray graphite, but also include pastels and watercolors. They are subdivided into four
thematic sections, all bearing a question mark (like the title): “Abstractions?”, “Figurations?”, “Words +
images?”, “And the sculptors?”. “In this way, we want to say that graphic production goes beyond fixed
schemas, movements and stylistic categories: an artist famous for his abstract works may have made very
realistic drawings, and vice versa.”
At the start we move through Grazia Varisco and Pino Pascali, Mario Radice and Bruno Munari, Afro and
Giacomo Balla. Then a masterpieces, Controluce by Umberto Boccioni, 1910, prior to the Futurist period,
defined by Rabolini as “the collection’s Mona Lisa.” Followed by an interior by Casorati from 1919, a De
Chirico connected with the Bagni Misteriosi at Parco Sempione, a rural protest scene by Guttuso, a multicolored
Tancredi, a nude by the outsider Cagnaccio di San Pietro, a portrait of an adolescent by Manlio Rho before
he shifted to abstraction. The third section contains outstanding works by Manzoni, Boetti, Isgrò, Cavaliere,
Barruchello. And to demonstrate that sculptors also practice drawing with excellent results, assigning it great
importance, we come across two splendid pieces by Wildt, a Fontana with small scratches foreshadowing the
Spatial Concepts, three works by Melotti, two sketches by Medardo Rosso, and two by Marino Marini. The
itinerary comes to an end in a playful way, with an animated video by Virgilio Villoresi.

